HAI systems may be installed in either a new home or an existing home.

All HAI products are sold through a worldwide network of distributors and are installed by dealers in over 80 countries. For information on any of HAI’s award-winning products, please contact HAI or an HAI dealer near you.

HAI—a proven track record of reliable, affordable, and award-winning products since 1985.
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Easy to operate. Lights come on with the push of a button, or by motion. Want to change one of the preset lighting scenes? Simply press the scene button five times and the new scene is memorized.

No New wires. No need for new wiring – the Lumina uses Generation II UPB™, the most advanced digital communication standard available that transmits over standard electrical wires.

Unrivaled expandability. Add options like telephone, Touchscreen, Internet access and control. Coordinate with thermostats, Windows® Media Centers, Whole Home Audio Systems, and security systems for a comprehensive “smart house” system.

The Home Lighting Control Alliance says that dimming your lights by 25% saves 20% of the energy used and extends bulb life by 10 times. Lumina systems can automatically set your lights to the desired percentage, saving you money every time a light is turned on.

What Sets The Lumina Apart From Other Lighting Control Systems?

Create Atmosphere With Scene Lighting...

Home Theaters and Media Rooms
- movie or intermission lighting
- pathway or low lights for entering a room

Great Room
- reading scene to reduce eye strain
- full brightness for finding keys or remote

Kitchen
- task lighting for food preparation
- subdued lighting for casual dinner

Control Lighting Throughout Your Home With The Push Of One Button

Away - lights and temperatures adjust for energy savings
- pathway or low lights to bathroom or kitchen, all others off

Sleep - dimly lit pathway lights to bathroom or kitchen, all others off

Vacation - lights change periodically for lived in look

Party - landscape and indoor lighting set beautifully

Special - create a unique scene based on occasion

Home - lights in main areas set to desired brightness
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Lumina Supports

HAI Lighting Control (HLC), is a complete line of “smart” switches that work with Lumina.

Lumina can also operate lighting devices by other manufacturers, including Z-Wave™ based devices, Zigbee®, ALC hardwire, RF, hardwired, and others provided by HAI Connectivity Partners.

Add These Options ...